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The morning was damp and dark, jAI time, Do not perish like him in your
‘ I pray you, sir, to desist,’ replied Jane
CAUSE OF THE LAST WAR.
—our town of S------ has the honor of
ir sins.
’
thaw came on a little before day-break,
<
imeekly. ‘ I am now at peace with all the
Mr. Editor—In the Herald for 21st Sep having produced the cause of the last
and a drizzling shower of rain fell. This
4 Heaven have mercy on him!’ cried world,
J
and would die so.’
JAMES W. BARTER & CO.
tember, 1827, is the following account of War, and of making Gen. Jackson into the
was succeeded by a thick mist, and the Jane,
.
falling on her knees.
She then arose, and giving the prayer the cause of the last war, from the Brook bargain—for if it had not been for the
Office on the Main Street, over D. Remich’s Bookstore.
whole of the fortress was for a while en
And notwithstanding the importunities book
1
to Angela, said—‘ When all is over, lyn (Ct.) Advertiser. I know nothing of War, he would never have been the He
[ET’The publishers do not hold themselves responsi veloped in vapor. It brought to Jane’s of
< the confessor, she continued in fervent deliver
<
this to the lieutenant. These,’ its truth. If it is true it affords a signal ro of New Orleans—and in that case no
ble for any error in any advertisement beyond the mind the day on which she was taken to prayer,
]
till the appearance of Sir Thomas ishe added, taking off her gloves and col example of the truth of the adage, 4 Little body would ever have thought of him for
amount charged for its insertion.
trial. But a moral gloom likewise over- Brydges.'
:
She instantly understood why lar,
I
‘ i give to you.’
affairs produce great events.’ Illustrious President.
ITFAdvertisements, Letters, etc. relhting to the spread the fortress. Every one within it, he
, came, and rising, prepared for depar
‘
And
to
me,
’
cried
Mauger,
advancing
hog ! immortal hero! (for, judging by the
business department of the paper may be directed to save her few enemies, (and they were 1
ture. Almost blinded by tears, Angela and
:
TOO TRUE.
prostrating himself before her accord same standard others have done, he must
the publishers.
few’ indeed,) lamented Jane’s approaching rendered
i
her the last services she requir- ing
:
The Philadelphia National Gazette in
to custom, ‘ you give grace.’
be both illustrious and immortal)—com
HZFAll Communications, Letters, etc. connected with
fate. Her youth, her innocence, her pi- <ed. This done, the lieutenant, who was
‘ And also my head,’ replied Jane, { I peer of Semiramis, Jenghis Khan. Tamer the following article, gives a vivid and
the editorial department may be addressed to James
ety, touched the sternest breast, and mov- ]likewise greatly affected, begged some forgive
]
description of 4 man’s ingratitude to
thee heartily, fellow.
Thou art lane, Mahommed, Alexander, Pompey, just
K. Remich, as heretofore.
.
ed the pity even of her persecutors. All slighhremembrance
i
of her.
:my best friend.’
Julius Cæsar, the Scipios, Hannibal, man.’ 4 True it is, that those for whom
felt that morning as if some dire calamity
4 I have nothing to give you but this
‘ What ails you, madam ?’ remarked the j Charlemagne, Alaric. Charles XII. of we have labored-with all our might, mind
MI S Ç E L K A B Y
was at hand, and instead of looking for book of prayers, sir,’ she answered—4 but jlieutenant,
'
observing Jane suddenly start Sweden, Peter, Frederic, Richard Cœur and strength—whom we have been instru
ward to the execution as an exciting spec you shall have that, when I have done Landj-emblc.
dé LyOn, Charles.V. of Germany, Edward mental in bolstering into power—are the
[From the 44 Tower of London.”]
{ tacle, (for so such revolting exhibitions
with it, and may it profit you.’
4 Not^nuch,’ she rcpMed,4 but I thought I. of England, and England’s other Ed first to look down from the lofty eminence
then considered,) they wished it ov
4 You will receive it only to cast into I saw i;>y husband pale and bleeding.’
EXECUTION OF THE LADY were
1
wards, Richards, Henrys and Williams they have gained and consider us as un
er. Many a prayer was breathed for the the flames, my son,’ remarked Fecken
‘ Where ?’ demanded the lieutenant,^re and of that, greater than all of them, the worthy rounds in the ladder. Many an
JANE GREY. 1
speedy release of the sufferer ; many a ham.
i
calling Dudley’s speech.
master of war, Napoleon Bonaparte !—- one who has toiled and done the drudge
Monday, the 12th of February, 1554, *sigh heaved ; many a groan uttered ; and
4 On the contrary, I shall treasure it
‘
There,
near
the
block,
’
replied
Jane.
though
disowned, thou wouldst be by ry of party has felt the pangs that wither
the fatal day destined to terminate Jane’s if
■ ever a soul was wafted to heaven by
like a priceless gem,’ replied Brydges.
41 see the figure still.
But it must be 4 those thine equals,’ (for in lyhat were ed when neglected by such as have ob
earthly sufferings, at length arrived. Ex- the fervent wishes of those on earth, Jane’s
4 You will find a prayer written in my mere fantasy.’
their actions more meritorious,)—yet thou tained elevation by his exertions.
cepting a couple of hours which she al- was
,
so.
The public, we may say without in
own hand,’ said Jane—4 And again I say,
Whatever his thoughts were, the lieu hast produced such' a revolution in this,
lowed to rest, at the urgent entreaty of
It was late before there were any signs may
;
it profit you.’
tenant made no reply ; and turning to An country as shall be felt to the end of time ! curring the charge of egotism for the sen
her companion, she had passed the whole (of stir and bustle with’in the fortress. Ev
Brydges then passed through the door, :gela, who now began with trembling hands, Greater than either or all of them could timent, is under a good many obligations
of . the night in prayer.
Angela kept (en the soldiers gathered together reluc- and
;
Jane followed him. A band of hal to remove her attirej and was trying to have done ! Then let not their admirers to editors of the newspaper press. In
watch over the lovely sleeper ; and the jtantly—and those who conversed, spoke berdiers were without. At the sight of
take off her velvet robe, when Mauger of boast, since they have done no more than general they do far more than any one
effect produced by the contemplation of jin whispers. Dudley, who it has befen her, a deep and general sympathy was
pays them for adequately, even when all
fered to assist her but was instantly re thou hast in the same line.
her features during this her last slumber <stated, was imprisoned in the Beauchamp manifested ; not an eye was dry ; and tears
is given that is asked.
pulsed.
Poor
pig
!
how
little
he
thought,
as
he
was never afterwards effaced. The re- Tower,
’
Yet are they often not only forgotten,
had passed the greater part of the trickled down cheeks unaccustomed to
lie then withdrew, stationed himself by broke into the garden, that he was break
pose of an infant could not be more calm 5night in devotion, But towards morning, such
;
moisture. Jane fixed her eyes upon the block, assumed his hideous black ing the peace between the two most pow but proscribed by those whom they have
and holy.
A celestial smile irradiated ]he became restless and uneasy, and una the prayer-book, which she read aloud to mask, and shouldered his axe.
erful nations in the- world ! He knew nof most served. Used while their labors arc
her countenance ; her lips moved as if in ble
]
to compose himself, resorted to the drown the importunities of the confessor,
Partially disrobed, Jane bowed her that every clod of earth he overturned needed, and cast off ungraciously when
prayer ; and if good angels are ever per- (customary employment of captives in such who walked on her right, while Angela head while Angela tied a kerchief over
tfieir favor is esteemed of no farther avail,
mitted to visit the dreams of those they (cases, and with a nail which he had found, kept near her on the other side. And so her eyes, and turned her long tresses over was a party overthrown !—-that every veg they generally endure patiently the ingrat
etable he destroyed was the destruction of
love on .earth, they hovered that night carved his wife’s name in two places on they reached the green'.
her head to be out of the way.
Unable the Hopes of some aspiring statesman !>— itude with which they must become fa
over the couch of Jane.
the walls of his prison.
These inscrip
By thistime.the fog had cleared off, and to control herself, she then turned aside and that every particle that he rooted up miliar, and silently permit others to bear
Thinking it cruelty to disturb her from tions still remain.
the rain had ceased ; but the atmosphere and wept aloud. Jane moved forward in from the place it before occupied beneath away the1 meed of profit or applause which
such a blissful state, Angela let an hour
What a tale could
At nine o’clock, the bell of the chapel was humid, and the day lowering and search of the block, but fearful of making the surface and placed 4 on high,’ was the is properly their own.
pass beyond the appointed time. But ob began to toll, and an escort of halberdiers gloomy. Very few spectators were as a false step, felt for it with her hands, and advancement of an obscure individual to almost any editor or proprietor of a daily
serving a change come over her counte and arquebussiers drew up before the sembled ; for it required firn? nerves to cried—4 What shall 1 do ? Where is it 1 some post of honor or renown ! Yet it press, of a few years experience, tell of
nance—'seeing her bosom heave, and tears Beauchamp Tower, while Sir Thomas witness such a tragedy. A flock of carri Where is it ?’
was so. But for that unfortunate pere a The insolence <ff office, and the spurns
That patient merit of the unworthy takes !”
gather beneath her eye-lashes, she touch Brydges and Feckenham entered the on-crows and ravens attracted by their
Sir Thomas Brydges took her hand and grination, peace would, have been main
A mite from each of the myriad whom
ed her, and Jane instantly arose.
chamber of the prisoner, who received fearful instinct, wheeled around overhead, guided her to it. At this awful moment, tained between.England and our country ;
4 Is it-four o’clock?’ she inquired.
them with an unmoved countenance.
or settled on the branches of the bare and there was a slight movement in the crowd, John Quincy Adams would have been he has specially served would satisfy the
' 4 It has just struck five, madam,’ replied
‘ Before you set out upon a journey leafless trees, and by their croaking added some of whom pressed nearer the scaffold, honored with a re-election to the office of dreams of oriental avarice. But the world
Angela. 41 have disobeyed you for the from which you will never return, my to the dismal character of the scene. The and amongst others Sorrocold and Wol- President, undoubtedly by a unanimous thinks he should be contented with the
first and last time. But you seemed so Lord,’ said Feckenham, ‘ I would ask you bell continued tolling all the time.
fytt.
The latter caught hold of the vote of the electoral colleges, and Andrew satisfaction of having acted well his part;
happy that I could not find in my heart to for the last time if any change has taken
The sole person on the scaffold was boards to obtain a better view.
Angela Jackson would probably never have risen and he in time learns almost to think so
too. He may put his shoulders to the
waken you.’
place in your religious sentiments—and Wolfytt. He was occupied in scattering placed her hands before her eyes, and above the common mass.
wheel of some nobody’s car, and push
41 was happy,’ replied Jane, 4 for I whether you are yet alive to the welfare straw near the block. Among the by would have suspended her being, if she
Talk no more of trifles—of things be
dreamed that all was over—without pain of your soul ?’ . .
standers was Sorrocold leaning on his could; and even Feckenham veiled his neath notice :—Lock at the picture and him up to the summit of influence and
power ; and when he suggests the propri
to me—and that my soul was borne to re
4 Why not promise me pardon if I will staff; and as Jane for a moment raised her countenance with his robe.
learn to regard the smallest matter as an
gions of celestial bliss by a troojp of angels recant on the scaffold, and silence me as eyes as she passed along, she perceived
Sir Thomas Brydges gazed firmly on.— affair of the greatest moment. Let every ety of reward for his toil, finds that the
who had hovered above the scaffold.’
you silenced the duke my father, by the Roger Ascham. Her old preceptor had By this time Jane had placed her head on person look well to his pig-stye. Get the vision of the great man is so dazzled in
the glory of his elevation that objects in
4 It will be so, madam.’ replied Angela, axe T replied Dudley, sternly, ‘ No, sir, I obeyed her, and she repaid him with a the block, and her last words were—
best of boards and the best of nails, and
fervently. 4 You will quit this earth im will have nothing to do with your false look of gratitude.
4 Ford into thy hand I commend my spirit!' make your pen so strong that your pig his former level cease to be perceptible.
mediately for heaven, where you will re and idolatrous creed. I shall die a firm
By the lieutenant’s direction, she was
The axedhen fell, and one of the fair will have to stay within doors :—for oh !
There is more than loving kindness—
join your husband in everlasting happi believer in the Gospel, and trust to be conducted for a short time into the Beau est and’wisest heads that ever sat pp hu
who can tel] what might be the conse thiy^is a superabundance of goodness in
ness.’
champ
Tower,
and
here
Feckenham
con

man
shoulders
fell
likewise.
saved by it.’
quence, were another pig to break from every part of nature. The presence of
41 trust so,’ replied Jane, in an altered
4 Then perish, body and soul,’ replied tinued his persecutions, until a deep groan
his confines anti , ransack his neighbor’s
tone, 4 but in that blessed place I search Feckenham, harshly.
A Hard Case. The Rochester Daily garden ?—who could conceive of the evils some races of animated beings is a source
4 Sir Thomas arose among those without, and an officer
abruptly entered the room.
ed in vain for him. Angela, you let me Brydges, I commit him to your hands.’
Advertiser, in an excellent article under that, would follow ? What might they of pleasure to others—the glittering joy of
a summer day is occasioned by the gener
4 Madam,’ said Sir Thomas Brydges, af the head “ Deal Justly,” intended to en
sleep too long, or not long enough.’
4 Am I to be allowed no parting with
not be ? Let us not attempt to imagine
4 Your pardon, dearest madam,’ cried my wife 1’ demanded Dudley, anxiously. ter the new comer had delivered his mes force the importance of honest dealing, and them. The reality once experienced is al stir of happy existence. Suppose all
the other fearfully.
4 You have parted with her forever— sage, 4 we must set forth.’
the faithful performance of promises, re enough. Oh ! let us not have a recur the other creatures extinct, and man left
the solitary master of the globe, what a
Jane made a motion of assent, and the lates the following :—
4 Nay you have given me no offence,’ heretic and unbeliever '.’ rejoined Fecken
rence of those scenes. Beware ! beware different being would he become! how
party issued from the Beauchamp Tower,
returned Jane kindly. 4 What I meant ham.
“ We knew a man of open and confiding of your pigs !—Newburyport Herald.
would the face of nature be changed 1
was that I had not time to find my hus
4 That speech will haunt your death in front of which a band of halberdiers was disposition who had invested what he had
there would be desolati@n, and in the
4
Sometime
since,
a
party
of
village
drawn
up.
A
wide
open
space
was
kept
band.’
of worldly goods, in the purchase of a
bed, sir,’ retorted Dudley, sternly. And
prospect the heart would sink.
wise
heads
assembled
in
the
bar-room
of
Jane seemed rfarm, paying part down and promising the
4 Oh, you will find him, dearest madam,’ he turned to the lieutenant, and signified clear round the scaffold.
unconscious of all that was passing. Pre rest at a future day. That day was ap the Farmers’ Hotel in S------ , Rhode is
returned Angela, 4 doubt it not. Your that he was ready.
The Sublime. The greatest touch of
prayers would wash out his offences, if his
The first object that met Dudley’s gaze, ceded by the lieutenant, who took his way proaching, but not too rapidly for him, as land, were exhausting their learning and the<sublime we have lately seen, is con
own could not.’
as he issued from his prison, was the scaf toward the north of the scaffold, and at he was prepared to meet his claims ac temper, in discussing the causes <cf the tained in the following stanza : —
In the mean late war. As the dispute waxed warm
11 trust so,’ replied Jane. t And I will fold on the grpen. He looked at it a mo tended on either side by Feckenham and cording to his promise.
if There was a man in our town,
Angela as before, she kept her eyes stead time a 44 respectable ” man, as the world and seemed about coming to the decision
now pray for him, and do you pray too.’
ment, wistfully.
< That got into a steepie,
And filled a warming-pan with grog,
goes, wished to borrow my friend’s money so common on such occasions, of bloody
Jane then retired to the recess, and in
4 It is for Lady Jane,’ observed the lieu ily fixed on her prayer-book.
And throwed it on the people.”
Arrived within a short distance of the; for a few days, promising faithfully to re heads and disfigured faces ; thus proving
the gloom, for it was yet dark, continued tenant.
4 I know it,’ replied Dudley, in a voice fatal spot, she was startled by a scream turn it in time to meet the demand it was that we have enough of the war spirit aher devotions until the clock struck seven.
us to make light causes sufficient to
Dysentary. As the season is at hand
1
She then arose, and assisted by Angela, of intense emotion. 41 thank you for let from Angela, and looking up, beheld, four intended to satisfy. The promise was taken mong
soldiers carrying a litter covered with a —the money lent. The time came round, light the flame ; I say just at this critical .when all classes of citizens are liable to
attired herself with great care.
ting me die first.’
a plain, honest farmer stepped for be afflicted with Dysentary, Diarrhoea,
I
4 You must thank the queen, my lord,’ cloth, and advancing towards her. She but not the fulfilment of the promise of the period,
41 pay more attention to the decoration
knew it was the body of her .husband, andr borrower—he, “ respectable man,” then ward and interposed with 4 don’t lose your etc,, we deem it our duty to make public
of my body now I am about to part with returned Brydges. 4 It was her order.’
gentlemen, you are all wrong, I the.following simple and efficacious reme
1
4 Shall you see my wife, sir ?’ demand unprepared for so terrible an encounter, and now found it convenient “to fail” temper,
it,’ she observed, 4 than I would do, if it
uttered a cry of horror. The bearers of with his hands full, while the one who re- 1can explain the whole matter to you. Or dy, which has been known to us for seve
was to serve me longer. So joyful is the ed Dudley anxiously.
in council, Berlin and Milan decrees, ral years, and which we have repeatedly
1
The lieutenant answered in the affirm the litter passed on, and entered the porch posed on his honor, lost his money and ders
occasion to me, that were I to consult my
free
trade,
sailor’s rights, and all your used with complete success. It is simply
of
the
chapel.
the
farm
it
was
intended
to
secure
to
him
own feelings, I would put on my richest ative.
While this took place, Mauger, who with all he had previously paid. Did the nonsense has nothing to do with it. The to take a tumbler of cold water^ thicken
4 Tell her I will be with her on the scaf
apparel to indicate my contentment of
had limped back as fast as he could after consequence of this single broken promise war was owing to neighbor M.’s pig getting it with wheat flour to about the consisten
heart. I will not, however, so brave my fold,’ ¿aid Dudley.
As he was about to set .forward a young his bloddy work on Tower Hill—only tar end hereJFar from it. The confiding, into neighbor T.’s garden ; hold «still gen cy of thick cream, and drink it. This is
fate, but array myself in these weeds.’
And she put on a gown of black velvet, man pushed through the lines of halber rying a moment to exchange his-axe—as but duped map. reduced to penury, grew tlemen and I will prove it. Buirrill, you to be repeated several times in course of
without ornament of any kind ; tying round diers, and threw himself at bis feet. It cended the steps of the scaffold and or morbid and melancholy and soon thereaf know, was lyi.’s lawyer, and gdt the case the day, or as often as you are thirsty ;
Dudley instantly dered Wolfytt to get down. Sir Thomas ter Went down to the grave by a self-in for him. T. was representative to the and it is not very likely you will need to
her slender throat (so soon alas! to be was Cholmondeley.
try it on a second day. We have not on
An expected bride was Assembly from the town of S----- ; now
4 At least I Brydges, who was greatly shocked- at flicted death.
severed) a simple white falling collar. raised and embraced him.
what had just occurred, and would have overwhelmed with sorrow, while his aged you know Burrill and Howell were candi ly used it in our own case, but have rec
Her hair was left purposely unbraided,. see one whom I love,’ he cried.
4 My lord, this interruption must\not be,’ prevented it if it had been possible, return mother and sire were compelled to end dates for Uncle Sam’s Senate, and every ommended it to our friends in many in
and was confined by a caul of black vel
These body was at work one side or t’tother, and stances ; and we never knew it to fail ot
vet. As Angela performed these sad ser■ observed the lieutenant. 4 If you do not ed to Jane and offered her his assistance. their days in the poor house.
retire,’ he added to Cholmondeley,41 shall But she did not require it. The force of were among the evils of a single broken after counting noses^ Burrill’s friends effecting a speedy cure, even in the worst
vices, she sobbed audibly.
the shock had passed away, and she firm promise—a promise made without the re thought all was safe ; but when the votes stages of dysentary, It is a simple reme
4 Nay, cheer thee, child,’ observed Jane. place you in arrest.’
motest intention of fulfilling it. Such are were taken, T. though a good staunch dy, and costs nothing. Try it, all who
4 Farewell, my dear lord,’ cried the ly mounted the scaffold.
4 When 1 was clothed in the robes of roy
When
she
was
seen
there,
a
groan
of
the consequences resulting from a disre Federalist, and of course, bound to vote need it.—Farmer's Gazette.
weeping
esquire
—
‘
farewell.
’
alty, and had the crown placed upon my
for Burrill, remembering the pig law-suit,
4 Farewell forever !’—returned Dudley, compassion arose from the spectators, and gard of the injunction to 4 deal justly.' ”
|jrovv—nay, when arrayed on my wedding
would not vote for him, so that HowelL . Tomato Tarts. We find the follow- "
as Cholmondeley was forced back by, the prayers were audibly uttered. ~^hb (then
day—I felt not half so joyful as now.’
by voting for himself, got elected by one ing recipe for making tomato tarts in the
E
xcellent
H
ints
to
M
echanics
.
advanced
to
the
rail,
and
in
a
clear,
dis

4 Ah! madam 1’ exclaimed Angela, in a guard.
‘'
majority. Now^ if it had not been for the Philadelphia Saturday Courier. A friend
There
is
so
much
truth,
wholesome
ad

The escort the® moved forward, and tinct voice, spoke as follows :—
paroxysm of grief, ‘ my condition is more
pig-law-suit,
T. would have voted for Bur of ours who ought to be a judge of good
vice,
and
good
sense
in
the
following,
44
1
pray
you
all
to
bear
me
witness
that
the
lieutenant
accompanied
the
.
prismicr
pitiable than yours. You go to certain
rill,
and
he
would
have been chosen Sen eating, has tried it and pronounces them
which
we
extract
from
an
exchange
pa

to the gateway of the Middle Tow^^$^^die a true Christian woman, and that I
happiness. But I lose you.’
(the tarts) delicious.—Try it, housewives.
4 Only for a while, dear Angela,’ return where he delivered him to the sheriffs^dDok to be saved by no other means ex per, that we cannot avoid giving it a place ator': Now don’t interrupt, gentlemen— -—Herald.
you
all
remember
that
when
the
question
in
our
columns
:
—
cept
the
mercy
of
G
od
,
and
the
merits
of
ed Jane.
‘ Comfort yourself with that and their officers, who were waiting there
Receipe. Roll out your dough very
44 Avoid giving long credits, even to of declaring War came before the Senate,
thought. Let my fate be a warning to for him with a Franciscan friar, and then the blood of His only son, Jesus Christ.
thin, and place it on the plate in which
Mr.
Bayard
moved
to
postpone
it
six
your
best
customers.
A
man
who
can
I
confess
when
I
knew
the
word
of
G
od
you. Be not dazzled by ambition.
Had returned to fulfil his more painful duty.
weeks, to give time to hear from England, you intend baking your tart, and slice
I not once yielded, I had never thus- per A vast crowd was collected on Tower I neglected it, and loved myself and the pay easily will not thank you for the de and his motion was lost by one vote—one your tomatoes very thin, spread them over
lay,
and
a
slack,
doubtful
paymaster
is
not
world,
and-therefore
this
punishment
is
a
Hill,
and
the
strongest
commisseration
ished. Discharge your duty strictly to
Jerry Howell voted against jt. Now if the dough thinly, then take about two ta-^
your eternal and your temporal rulers, and was expressed for Dudley, as he was led just return for my sifiS. But I, thank God too valuable as a customer to dun sharp Burrill bad been there he would have vo- ble spoonfuls of brown sugar, and one of
rest assured we shall meet again—never to the scaffold, on which Mauger had al of His goodness that He has given me a ly and seasonably. A fish may as well at
ground cinnamon bark—spread the two
time and respite to repent.
And now tempt to live without water, or a man ted for the motion, and the declaration of over the tomatoes, bake it well, and you
ready taken his station.
to part.’
War
would
have
been
deferred.
Before
without
air,
as
a
mechanic
without
punc

On quitting the Beauchamp Tower, good people, whiW I am alive, I pray you
4 Your counsel shall be graven on my
tuality and promptness in collecting and six wjfeks expired, news arrived that the have a delightful tart.
heart, madam,’ returned Angela. 4 And Feckenham proceeded to Jane’s prison. assist me with your prayers.”
Many fervent responses followed, and paying his debts. It is a mistaken and Orders in Council were repealed, and thus
Four pounds of beef lose one pound
oh! may my end be as happy as yours 1’ He found her on her knees, but she imme
several
of the by-standers imitated Jane’s ruinous policy to attempt to keep on and the principal alleged cause of War was re by boiling; one pound five ounces by
‘Heaven grant it!’ ejaculated Jane, diately rose.
example, as on the conclusion of her get business by delaying collections.— moved. Of course, if the delay had been roasting, aud one pound three ounces by
4 Is it time V she asked.
fervently. 4 And now,’ she added, as her
speech, she fell upon her knees and recit When you lose a slack paymaster from obtained. War would not have been de baking. Four pounds of mutton lose four
4
It
is,
madam
—
to
repent,
’
replied
Feck

toilet was ended, ‘ I am ready to die.’
your books, you only lose the chance of lo clared, and thus I have proved that neigh teen ounces by boiling; one pound six;
‘ Will you not take some refreshments, enham/ sternly. 4 A few minutes are all ed the Miserere.
At its close, Feckenham said in a loud sing your money—and there is no man who bor M.’s pig getting into neighbor T.’s ounces by roasting, annd one pound four
that now remain to you of life ; nay, at this
madam ?’ asked Angela.
voice,
‘I ask you, madam, for the last pays more money to lawyers than he who garden, was the real cause of it.’ Hur- ounces by baking.
4 No,’ replied Jane, 41 have done with moment, perhaps your husband is called
is least prompt in collecting for himself.” 1 rah from all hands—six more mugs of flip
> before his Eternal Judge. There is yet time, will you repent ?’
the body !’
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conferred by this bill? When I come to look (
ed to amend by making salt free of duty, s»clrasetw, Mr. Holies of South Carolina, I The Proceeds orPCEJclA^K'
CONGRESS.
To the House of Representatives of the United^ to the details of the bill, they do not recom- {
which was agreed to—yeas 94, nays 88.
York.
yye oublish
tlw of the Pi°esfdem
n J D Sa^Es. j PtJTlES
andAtMr.
States :
mend it strongly to my adoption. A brief,
12 oFerris
’clock of
theNew
special
order, on the Veto i(received
the to-dqv
signature
On motion, sugar and cotton were also exdeal of de'
M
onday
,
Sept.
6.
The^enafe
again
took
It is with extreme regret that I feel mvself notice of some of its provisions will suffice : I
beenindu
i up the Revenue Bill, the question being on empted from duty—yeas 105, nays 75.
Message, was called up by Mr. Botts, who 4th inst., for appropriating th TraeK"'11’
constrained by the duty faithfully to execute
First It may justify substantially
a
sys!
w . -.......... (I ! die exception of Salt from the duty of twenty | Mr. Birdseye moved a reconsideration of addressed the House, not on the message or : the sales of the public lamls of th. n ■ of account of
the office of President, ot the United States,
| the vote exempting salt from duty, and Mr. the bill, but on his own position, and in re- States. This is a verv im™ ? iPn,ted
Iea, coffee,
and to the best of my ability “ to preserve, tern of discounts of the most objectionable' Per cent*
I Wise moved to reconsider the votes exempt ply to the speech of Mr. Cushing, made some i it puts the States of the Union in ant aw’83 debt bequ
protect and defend the constitution of the character. It is to deal in bills of exchange j In ,he eburse of debate, Mr. Clay said the
ing sugar and cotton,—when the House ad days ago. Before he had concluded he was ofa very valuable patrimony wff ?°SSessi<* „inistratio
United’States,” to return to that House in drawn in one State and payable in another, Protective duty on Salt would not, under the journed.
.nterrnpted by the expiration of the hour, and ny years since aXSed t l
Was * inthusclai
without
any
restraint.
The
bill
of
exchange
,
coin
promise
act,
be
reduced
either
now
or
in
which it originated the Bill “ to provide for
was followed by Mr. Gilmer, in defence of and pa/men/of the deb“ f tl Lu^
may
have
an
unlimited
term
to
run,
and
its
1842.
The
protective
duties
preserved
duties, an(
---j
_
agullIol
.
.
-------------......
u
!
T
hursday
Sept.
9.
In
the
Senate,
the
the better collection, safe-keeping and dis
the course of the President. He was followed ’ now with propriety made to rev10,"’’"'1'8 tbatloxui'K
bursement of the public revenue by means of; renewability is no where guarded against. It by that act were obligatory forever. But, if!
therevenui
a corporation to be styled the Fiscal Corpora may, in fact, assume the most objectionable ^,e duty was taken off, it would only prostrate I Ixevenuo kill came back from the House— by Mr. Botts in explanation, by Mr. Proffit in States, to d’.ZwrX I by JX
I be tested t
..J..;:..j. It is not__required
Clay moved to disagree to the a------of-22.
accommodation.
,_____ _ ifie domestic establishments
______ for making salt antl
an enjogy on the President, by Mr. Mason purposes as in their opinion will be?> »a
tion of the United States,” with my written form
........
... .-------------------.
I the
mendment
to rest on any actual, real, or
substantial
ex- ; without reducing
price of providing
the article,that nothing in the act
and Mr. Jones, and by Mr. Thompson of Ind. the public welfare.
' a^vanc’ I debate upo
objections.
I die Senate
¿' drawer
'
'in one place be-1!
"
Walker
contended that the example of• shall interfere with the Distribution Bill—
Ihe previdus question being moved and
in my message sent tp the Senate on the change basis. A
Tins act will take effect on the 1st of T»» i The qut
.> .. and
_ . so .in turn Great Britain, which had been held up in fa- which was agreed to, and a committee of con seconded, the main question on reconsidera
Kith day of August last, returning the Bill comes the acceptor in another,
uary next and the principal provisions ol J
ference was ordered.
tion of the bill, whether the same should pass are, 1st, that the expenses of the land offij i ¡(Dpoi'ted j
“tomcorporate the subscribers to the Fiscal the acceptor may become the drawer upon at, vor of the protective policy, was adverse to
mutual
understanding.
It
may
at
the
same
taxed only
,
,
any
duty
on
salt.
That
article
had
been
ennotwithstanding
the
objections
of
the
PresiBank of the United States,” I distinctly de
In the House, the amendments to the Rev
of surveying the public lands, salaries □ i twenty per
was then taken, to carry which a major- expenses
clared that “ my own opinion has been uni time/indulge in mere local discounts under. tirely exempted from duty in Great Britain. enue bill were again considered. The voles | dene,
-3
,n
the
Surveyor
General
’
s
office
L|
It
\7 PiC turn
—
___
:
___
.1
mi
•
J
lee on dna
The motion to exempt salt was finally lost.' exempting salt, sugar and cotton from the du ity of two thirds is required. The result was aries and commissions of registers and’
formly proclaimed to be against the exercise the name of bills of exchange. A bill drawn
Mr. Buchanan renewed his motion to im ty of twenty per cent, were reconsidered and as followsyeas 103—nays 80.
| half per *
of die power of Congress to create a Nation at Philadelphia on Camden, New Jersey—at
ceivers,
and
the
five
per
cent,
to
new
s,
M
| Wright, Ca
t So the vote required by the Constitution shall be first deducted from the gross nm
al Bank to operate perse over the Union,” New York on a bonier town in New Jersey pose the same duty on rail-road iron as on the same reversed.
‘ atld oppose^
^as above stated) not having been obtained, ceeds, to ascertain the amount of net La
and entertaining that opinion, my main objec —at Cincinnati on Newport, Kentucky, not other iron. On motion of Mr. Berrien, the
The
Senate
amendment
providing
that
no
tion to lhat Bill wasdiased upon the highest to multiply other examples, might, for any amendment was modified so as to postpone duty higher than twenty per cent, ad valo the bill was rejected.
ceeds.
'J10‘ ' a duty of t
i lained that
Some further proceedings on other bills
moral and religious obligations of conscience thing in this bill to restrain it, become a mere the operation of the duty till 2d March, 1842, rem shall be levied on any article hereafter
2d, There shall be paid to each of the [of sheer lux
matter of local accommodation. Cities thus and, in this form, the amendment was agreed imported, was stricken out, and rhe following were had and, at seven o’clock, the House
and the Constitution.
States
of
Michigan,
Ohio,
Indiana,
llliJ®
'and a half |
lelatively situated would possess advantages to.
inserted—Provided, that nothing herein shall adjourned.
I readily admit, that, whilst the qualified over cities otherwise situated, of so decided a
Missouri, Arkansas, Alabama, Mississippi aiJ ; hides of us
In the House, the Report of the Com in any wise affect the distribution ot the pro
Veto with which the Chief Magistrate is in character as most justly to excite dissatisfac
Louisiana ten per cent, of the net proceeds
with a duty
Saturday, Sept. 11. In the Senate, the of the sales of lands to be made within such
mittee of Elections adverse to the ri^ht ceeds of the public lands, as provided for at
vested, should be regarded, and was inten tion.
also that th'
Secretary of the Treasury laid before the Sen States, from the date of the act taking effect
of Mr. Levy to hold his seat as a delegate the present session.
ded by the wise men who made it a part of
unless this e
Second. There is no limit prescribed to
The House went into Committee of the ate a report in answer to a resolution of the
the Constitution, as a great conservative prin the premium in the purchase of bills of ex from Florida was taken up. The Com
3d. From the said date, the residue of ilJ 1 ^8 succeed
Senate,calling
for
information
as
to
the
amount
mittee
came
to
the
conclusion
that
Mr.
Whole on the Diplomatic Bill. The Senate
ciple of our system, without the exercise of change. thereby correcting none of the evils
said net proceeds shall be divided between [twenty per <
which, on important occasions, a mere rep under which the community now labors, and Levy was not a citizen of the United States. amendment, striking out the appropriation of money due from the Bank of the United the twenty-six States of the Union, the Dis
imported int
States
to
the
General
Government.
The
It
appears
that
his
father,
Moses
E.
Levy
resentative majority might urge the govern operating most injuriously upon the agricul
for a Charge at Naples, was discussed at
trict of Columbia, and the Territories of
jugs will er
Secretary states the amount to be $89,600. Wisconsin, Iowa and Florida, in proportion
ment, in its legislation, beyond the limits fix tural Slates, in which the inequalities in the was a native of Morocco, and a Jew; that he length, and finally disagreed to.
faithfully th'
ed by its framers, or might exert its just rates of exchange are most severely felt. settled in St. Thomas; that he became a resi
The House galleries were, from an early The report was ordered to be printed. The to the federal representative population of .professions,
.
powers too hastily or oppressively, yet, it is Nor are these the only consequences : a re dent of Florida about the time of the cession hour, crowded with spectators convened in Senate went into Executive session.
each, as ascertained by the last census to be ¡derive all th
a power which ought to be most cautiously sumption of specie payments by the banks of of that territory to the United States ; that expectation of the Veto. At 12 o’clock, pre
In the House, after a speech from Mr. Mc applied by their respective Legislatures to
on luxuries,
exerted, and perhaps never; except in a case those States would be liable to indefinite his son, some years after, having been brought cisely, ihe Secretary of the President appear- Keon on the McLeod resolution, the Com such purposes as they may direct, with the ; uecessaries.eminently involving the public interest or postponement—for, as the operation of the up in the family oi a highly respectable citi ed at the door of the Hall with the long bill mittee on Privilege made their report, which exception of the share of the District o( Co
one in which the oath of the President, act agencies in the interior would chiefly consist zen of Norfolk, Mr. M. Myers, settled in in his hands, and a sealed “ message in wri report, after a long debate, was objected to lumbia, which is to be applied to free schools
' .
[Fror
ing under his convictions both menial and in selling bills of exchange, and the purcha Florida after the age of twenty one ; that the ting.”
by the House, and a motion made and car or to the promotion of education in such oth
moral, imperiously requires its exercise. In ses could only be made in specie, or the senior Levy was naturalized in 1822; and
The members stood a tip-toe in expecta ried, 104 to 47, to re commit, with instruc er form as Congress may direct. The distri
EXPi
such a case he has no alternative. He must notes of banks paying specie, the State tliat the son claims citizenship in virtue of tion. The message was read, and attentively tions to report back to the House, as follows : bution is to be made semi-annually on the 1st
i We witna
either exert the negative power entrusted to Banks would either have to continue with his father’s right of citizenship under the listened to by all. The Senators, including
day
of
July
and
January,
and
payment
made
jiibition of tl
“ That the Hon. Henry A. Wise who was
him by the Constitution chiefly for its own their doors closed, or exist at the mercy of proclamation of Gen. Jackson, in Florida, Mr. Clay, were present. Intense interest was
to such persons as shall be authorized by the
preservation, protection, and defence, or com this national monopoly of brokerage. Nor when he took possession of the territory, sub manifested by all. At some passages, the the assailant of the Hon. Edward Stanley on Legislatures of the respective States and . inflating shei
Pr.Alexahdi
sequent to its surrender. The main point of Locos could not refrain from manifesting by the floor of the House of Representatives, on 1 erritories, or in default of appointments by
mit an act of gross moral turpitude.
can it be passed over without remark, that
the 9th inst. has made the proper acknowl
blina, but lat
in the case
is whether
the senior mi.
Mr. ouiuooaiiu
smiles and whispers,
their appionation.
approbation. ~But
T ■
. ,
z. ";
vvlJ|Spci5fi meir
Hut
Meie regard to the will of a majority, must whilst the District of Columbia is made the dispute
them,
by
the
Governors.
In
case
new
States
Levy was a resnlent oi Florida at the time of for the Whigs there was also ranch comfort edgments to the House, and as the contro are admitted into the Union, they are to re | ¡vented or aci
not, in a Constitutional Republic like ours, seat of the principal bank, its citizens are ex the
versy between the parties has been amicably
Chan»
„f flags, June 17th^”.co..
change of
1821. Gen.
Gvu. in the u.essa^-if they would only ta?e"t
and ol
control this sacred and solemn duty of a cluded from all participation in any benefit it
ceive their proportion, on the principle of the J SilioD,
and honorably adjusted,
¡¿plosion.
and others state that he arrived
Mr.
Morrow,
of
Ohio,
the
oldest
member,
sworn officer. The Constitution itself I re- might afford, by a positive prohibition on the Hermandez
I hat all further proceedings on
after that time.
¡cases, about i
I believe, (as to years and membership) mov the Resolved,
gaid and cherish as the’ embodied and writ-1 bank from all discounting within the District.
4th. The act is to continue in force until I Mil com bus
part of this House in regard to said as
Mr.
Levy
moved
that
the
subject
be
posted
that
the
message
be
spread
on
the
Jour

ten will of the whole People of the United
otherwise provided by law, unless the United
' i i . him. time
■
1 hese are some of the ,objections which ponedjilltillnext Session,x _ to. r*tafford
sault be discontinued.”
the han
to
and printed, and that at 12 o’clock to
btates. It is their fixed and fundamental prominently exist against the details of the prove
States shall be involved in war with any for . 'from
his citizenship.• The question was dis- nal
tome twenty
This
Report
will
be
adopted
by
the
House,
morrow the House take up the returned bill
law, which they unanimously prescribe to bill, others might be urged of more force
eign
power,
in
which
case
it
shall
be
suspend

Ibe surface 11
at length, and no conclusion was ar- for consideration ; which was agreed to.
and thus an end be put to the subject.
t.ie public, functionaries, their mere trustees hut it would be unprofitable to dwell upon cussed
ed during the continuance of such hostilitiesrived at. .
report equal i
The debate upon this Report threatened or unless Congress shall pass any law increas
and servants. This their will, and the law them. Suffice it to add, that this charter is
The Diplomatic Appropriation Bill was
»mn of wi
which they have given us as the rule of our designed to continue for twenty years with
then again taken up, and the discussion on for a time to be more acrimonious than that ing the minimum price of lands, in which
showing that
Tuesday, Sept. 7. In the Senate the Di- the expediency of different missions was con which led to the quarrel. The good sense of
action, has no guard, no guarantee of preser out a competitor-that the defects to which
case the distribution shall cease; or unless
eKrom a n;
vation, protection, and defence, but the oaths ■i have alluded, being founded in the funda plomatic Appropriation Bill passed, with tbe tinued. A fracas took place between Mr. the House, however, prevailed, and the quar there shall be an imposition of duties on imtost destruct
for -a —
full........
mission
- and
..oMeans
.
--—u.. Vto
u the Wise of Virginia, and Mr. Stanley of North rel subsided. The debate continued through | ports, inconsistent with the provisions of the
which it prescribes to public officers, the mental law of the Corporation, are irrevoca Ways
Courts
of Spam and
—
UOM Brazil
unaz.n ;, but
uui striking
SU'iKing out
oui Carolina, which is thus reported in the Intel the day, for the reason that the House had no Act of March 2, 1833, beyond the rate of ; used to ignite
sanctity with which they shall religiously ble—and that if the objections be well foun K
other business.
tre think, be
observe those oaths, and the patriotism with ded, it would be over hazardous to pass the the appropriation for the Charge at Naples, ligencer :
twenty per cent, ad valorem, limited by that iat effect a
notwithstanding a nomination for the office
which the people shall shield it by their own bill into a law.
Mr. Stanley had made some remarks on
m
which
case
this
act
is
to
be
suspended
act,
eking fori
and the repiesentation of a probable commer Mr. Wise’s course, his consistency, etc. and
sovereignty, which has made the constitution
In conclusion I take leave most respectful
From Texas. The steamboat Savannah during the continuance of such increased du ' siific citizen
supreme. It must be exerted against the will ly to say, that I have felt the most anxious cial treaty with the government. The argu some taunting things were also said, perhapsI? arrived
ties.
at New Orleans on the 4th, with Gal' hope exatr
of a tnere representative majority, or not at solicitude to meet the wishes of Congress in ment of etiquette outweighed all this ; and for on both sides. “While Mr. Fillmore was’ veston dates
5th. The act contains various provisions
the 1st inst. The Presidenjshments, pu
an. It is alone in pursuance of that will that the adoption of a Fiscal Agent, which, avoid the reason that the Neapolitan Government in the midst of a sentence, the reporter (who• tia 1 Election to
and regulations in relation to sales, rights of
engrossed all thoughts there.
ie Continent
any measure can reach the President ; and ing all constitutional objections, should har has not thought proper to send a minister had noticed Mr. Wise cross over to the seat
pre-emption,
and
claims
which
may
arise
un

lion. J. M. Housford has returned from sur
On Monda.
to say that because a majority in Congress monize conflicting opinions. Actuated by here, none is to be sent there. An effort was of Mr. Stanley, and had observed those gen
der
existing
acts.
• tones made i
have passed a bill the President should there tr»is feeling, I have been ready to yield much made to reduce the Agents abroad to the tlemen in a conversation of a very exciting veying the Eastern Boundary of Texas in
The
passing
of
this
law
the
Whig
party
shells, near tl
fore sanction it, is to abrogate the power al m a spirit of conciliation to the opinions of grade of Charge, both at Brazil and Madrid. character)saw Mr W. raise his hand violently, connection with the United States Comfnis- have a right to regard as exclusively a Whig
He states that the distance from the
in presence o
together, and to render its insertion in the others. And it is with great pain that I now I he importance of the positions was a good and aim a blow at the face of Mr. S. who as,i sioners.
measure.
It
was
adopted
without
any
aid
Wore Wai
consutution a work of absolute supereroga fee compelled to differ from Congress a sec reason for successfully resisting the motion. A instantaneously met or returned it. A violent Sabine to the Red River is much Jess than from the other party, and in spite of their
Freasury, Co
tion. The duty is to guard the fundamental ond time m the same session. At the com young Emperor is upon the throne of Brazil, fight followed, and in less time than it can be has been supposed ; that the line crosses the strenuous opposition. The Whigs should
ice, Col. Toll
will of the people themselves from—in this mencement of ’this session, inclined from who has manifested interest enough in our described in this report, a scene of mingled Sulphur fork of Red River only nine and a recollect also that in carrying this measure,
half miles from its mouth, and that, running
id several n
case I admit unintentional-change or in- choice to defer to the legislative will, I sub affairs, to request a minister of full grade.
uproar and fight, such as the reporter in ma due north from this point 12 or 15 miles, the they have had the ready co-operation of
The Revenue Bill, has passed through its ny years experience has never witnessed on
'ate citizens,
Jraction by a majority in Congress ; and in mitted to Congress the propriety of adopting
President
Tyler.
By
his
hearty
concurrence
bat the same
that light alone do I regard the constitutional a fiscal Agent, which, without violating the fiery ordeal and escaped not unscathed. It the floor of the House, ensued. Messrs. line strikes the lower bend of Red River in this measure, and his affixing his name to
From this point the
han those ns
cuty winch I now most reluctantly discharge. Constitution, would separate the public mon passed the Senate this evening by a vote of Wise and Stanley were lost to the sight of nearly at right angles.
a
bill
which
the
opposition
party
has
so
vio

thirty-four to eleven. The engrossment was the reporter, while Mr. Arnold of Tennessee River is of course the boundary ; but the
Ibe first instai
Is this bill, now presented for mv approval ey from the Executive control, perform the ordered
lently
resisted,
he
has
shown
that
he
has
no
the river, and
before tour
four o’clock, and the final and Mr. Butler of Kentucky were noticed in 1 exans have gained by the survey a large
ofF ♦!.
tK rn -OUUI, p^rmne
urueieu Delore
'imic za
_
or disapproval, such a bill as 1 have already operations
sympathy, and wishes to hold no relations
peat force,
five °’e,o«k. The | a violent personal struggle, striking at and tract of valuable land hitherto presumed to with that party. This fact should moderate
deckued could not receive my sanction ? Is bnrthensome
burthensome to
to tL«
the people, or inconvenient
belong to the United States, on which reside
:.u each
Mr other
D.xon H
»me were so
scuss on through the day was conducted in grappling with
it such a bill as calls for the exercise of the or expensive to the Government.
a hundred planters, with estates worth $10- the resentment of those Whigs who are an
»nom of th
st teniper Possible, though with some Lewis,
Gilmer, and
Lewis, Mr.
Mr. Gilmer,
and othe
others were seen in 000
negative power under the Constitution? Does
It is deeply to be regretted that this De sparring
noyed at his opposition to the National Bank,
each.
’
among the Senators.
hen went oft'
the midst endeavoring to quell the distur
it violate the Constitution by creating a Na partment of the Government cannot, upon
and
have
been
disposed
to
question
his
fideli

The Mexican Gen. Arista had sent in two
»lumns of tin
The House of Representatives have killed bance, which had now reached a point at
tional Bank to operate per se over the Union ? Constitutional grounds, concur with the Le
ty
to
the
party.
—
Bos/on
Advertiser,
10th,
inst.
with despatches to “ Mr. La
irswere mad<
¡is title, in the first place, describes its gener gislative Department in this last measure pro time to some purpose to day, having dealt in which it seemed impossible to arrest its pro Commissioners
mar/’ which of course were not received by
be water, and
al character. It is “An act to provide for the poses to attain these desirable objects. Ow a variety of matters. The delegate from gress. The members had rushed from all the President. Their purport was understood
iisiantly on st
better collection, safe keeping and disburse- i ing to the brief space between the period of U lorida has a breathing spell,—the majority parts of the hall, some rushing over and oth to be a proposal of truce between Mexico and
tea and coffee.
hemexplodec
merit of the public revenue by means of a the death of my lamented predecessor and having allowed until the first Monday in ers standing upon the tables, literally piling lexas while Arista made a campaign against
Will those loco foco editors who are mak
ine pound ca
Corporation, to be styled rhe fiscal Corpora my own installation into office, 1 was, in fact December next to prove versus the people of themselves one on the other, and several
Camanches. It was suspected that he in ing such a fuss about tea and coffee have the
Mie instance!
tion of the United Slates.” In style, then it not left time to prepare and submit a definite’ U lorida that he is no alien, and that he is en canes were seen raised up as if in the act of the
tended rather to cut off the Santa Fe Expe goodness to tell their readers that ’Mr. Levi
j the air. C
striking. The Speaker during this time had dition.
is plainly national in its character. Its pow recommendation of my own, in my. regular titled to his seat.
President
Lamar
has
sent
back
two
Woodbury,
Mr.
Van
Buren
’
s
Secretary
of
the
mt up was sc
Next
to
this
an
Appropriation
Bill
has
been
ers, functions, and duties, are those that per- message; and since, my mind has been
resumed the chair informally, but no one
to ascertain Arista’s real Treasury, anticipating the diminution of rev
heavy showe
loihe collecting, keeping and disbursing wholly occupied in a most anxious attempt reported, passed, and sent to the Senate for paid the least attention to him, and he called Commissioners
meaning.
enue, only last winter recommended laying a
pectators so fi
(ne public revenue. rl'lie means by which to conform my action to the legislative will, concurrence, for the repair of the fortifications in vain on the officers, none of whom were
Three wagons loaded with goods, on their duty of 20 per cent on TEA and COFFEE.
bting. To pi
Island« The sum proposed is observed by the reporter, wjth the exception
these are to be exerted, is a Corporation, to in ibis communication, 1 am confined by the
'handling tin
be styied the Fiscal. Corporation of the United Constitution to my objections, simply to this $33,000. Thirdly, the House have adopted of the door-keeper, who closed the doorsand ;way from the Coast to Bexar, was lately at After shinning along for four or five years be
and captured by the Mexicans. This tween treasury notes and bankruptcy the late
piances, thre’
Secretary U1
of the
States. It is a corporation created by the bill, but the period of the regular session will a resolution calling upon the K/vuiutaij
UiU windows uguuiov
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The annual election for ’41 has taken place,
ministration. The sincerity of our opponents
In Cumberland, Kent has 5172 and Fair- deprive him of the sight of one eye, and it by paying one dollar for an advertisement,
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and for
Iebt of ihe I Sec^ m thus clamoring about the levying of these and the whigs are routed “ horse, foot and field 6520 votes ; Scattering 156.
ty-one, by the Hon. JVM. A. HAYES, Judge
and during the sixteen years in which we
is feared of both.
rnad* io tb’« duties, and their indignation at the idea
of said Court:
■
have been connected with a priming office,
Twenty-seven towns in Lincoln give Kent
laled by tErl|H that luxuries should not be made to pay all dragoons.” The opposition have been in the
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S.
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in
which
Cincinnat', Sept. 5. During the night people have lost smaller sums by the same , tor in a certain instrument purporting to
‘""¡»»wiiib;;’* the revenue required by the Government, can field during the whole campaign armed with 4036, Fairfield 3915 ;—Scattering 153.
be tested by an incident that occurred in the every description of missile, while the whigs
Twenty towns in Kennebec give Kent of Friday our fair city became the scene of short sightedness.—Newburyport Herald.
be the last will and testament of Jacob Goodone of the most terrific riots that ever dis
W!n, late of Lebanon, in said county, deceas?fre.cto'"helM, debate upon a clause in the Revenue bill, in have “ stacked their arms” and “ kept camp.” 4459 ; Fairfield 3519 ; Scattering 242.
the Senate on Friday last.
edK™
presented the same for probate :
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Forty-one towns in Penobscot give Kent graced a civilized community. The circum
atss«. . The question at issue was, whether the
The returns show that neither party has
stances as near as I can learn them, are as
ORDERED—That the said executor
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;
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;
Scattering
200.
imported jewelry of the country, should be polled so many votes this fall as at the elec
follows:—On Thursday evening, the 1st inst.
MARRIED—In Boston, 9th inst. Mr. John A. give notice to all persons interested, by caus
Seven towns in Oxford give Kent 757- a slight difficulty arose between some rowdy Peabody, to Miss Eliza M. Baxter, both of B.
taxed only twelve and a half per cent., or tions last year—that there has been a great
ing a copy of this order to be published in the
In Berwick, Mr. Amasa Horn, to Miss Bethu- Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kennebunk,
boys in the lower part of the city, and some
twenty per cent, as proposed by the commit- falling off on the part of the whigs and that Fairfield 1243 ; Scattering 32.
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ma
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negroes; and in the course of the affray one
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;
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Alfred, in said county, on the first Mon
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al,d opposed by Mi. Clay, who contended for’ members of both branches of the Legislature,
Twenty-one towns in Waldo, give Kent men who follow the river, and who are in Berwick.
day of November next, at ten of the clock in
a duty of twenty per cent. Mr. Clay main- by a vote considerably smaller than that 1665 ; Fairfield 4050; Scattering 2.
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and testament of said deceased.
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It is unquestionably true that a majority of
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Attest, John Skeele, Register.
inst.
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Xh,h ?U. y °f ‘W<inty per cenL He sta,e(1
A true copy—Attest,
fending their property. On the evening of In Saco, a child of Mr. Thomas S. Fowler.
Fairfield 1758.
°f lhe act taking 2 uX«i h’ Pepi’le would not be satisfied, the voters in this State are decided whigs, and
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John Skeele, Register.
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tants of the County of York, respectful
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To Prove the safety of these shells,
3708 5782 4785 5715 have felt constrained to take a step which will
GROCERIES, etc.
ly represents, that the road from Sanford
or four or fiveyearst? handling them, the doctor, in two or three
Scattering—In Kennebunk
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LATEST FROM MARACAIBO.
5—Limerick 6 deprive the country of their valuable services,
Porto Rico Molasses; New-Orleans, Brown, through the upper part of Wells is circuitous
Mid bankruptcy th l»st?nces> th»'ew them from his hand on the —South Berwick 22.
Our political news from New Grenada is White, Havana and Loaf Sugar; Coffee] and hilly, and that the convenience and ne
in the important stations which they have filled
o the conclusion ®rd ground, and then kicked them about
cheering; we have had an arrival from Santa
tens a triflirfu1" h,s io°t till the cases were indented,
with so much credit to themselves and so sat Martha within a few days, bringing authentic Green and Black Tea ; Pepper; Gro. Cassia ; cessity of the inhabitants of said County re
representatives.
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some me«!« »• ‘haut Soin8 ofi.- l!? then P'd<ed them up,
isfactorily
to
a
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American
accounts of a counter revolution, and a dec Winter-strained and Refined Oil; Mess and lished, commencing at or near the Branch
Kennebunk, Abel M. Bryant—by a major
le coffers. Mr th5eW • em l."‘° lhe river> when>iu each
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called upon to def«8®’immediately exploded with great
Kennebunk-port, William Huff.
ply their places are, however, sound whigs, ing Carthagena, in favor of the Constitution Nutmegs; Bar and Cake Soap; Cheese; Sole in nearly a direct line,so as to intersect the road
al Government of New Grenada. Santa
Senate •liiofflliiV6 are informed that the result of the exAlfred and Lyman, James Nason.
and well qualified to discharge with ability Martha and Rio la Hache still hold out Leather; 4d to 40d Nails; 7 by 9 and 8 by 10 running south from the free School House,
Acton,
S.
Thompson.
dlowintr’:
iiments proved highly gratifying to all presthe duties of the several posts assigned them. against the Government. Gen. Carmena is Glass; Brooms; Entry and Chaise Mats; so called, near Ebenezer Storer’s house in
Biddeford, no choice.
said Wells, or at such other point as you shall
should be select^ ''. The doctor has, in all, since he has
Mr. Granger, Post-Master General, re beseiging the fortress of Carthagena with a
Buxton, no choice.
Herds Grass and Red Top Seeds; Wood determine in that vicinity, or by such other
which may bereg^e,n ,n ashington, thrown thirteen shells,
handfull of men, say one thousand or twelve Saws; Steel Nail Hammers; Sheet Lead course between said termini, as your Honors
signed his place on Saturday.
Hollis, Samuel Bradley,
i not in every rosp«'1'l"out, m a single instance, failing to pro
hundred, and is blockading the port with
Kittery, C. G. Bellany.
shall deem most for the public convenience ;
hat class: suchre ftce an explosion. These experiments alMr. Webster, Secretary of State, remains four vessels, but we learn from good authori &c. &c.
Lebanon, no choice.
d we then addlo^ough novel and interesting, are only intendat his post, for the present at least, in com ty that the British Admiral at Jamaica will Also—CROCKERY & GLASS WARE. and your petitioners pray, that after due pro
Kennebunk, Sept. 18.
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Saco, Frederick Greene.
President, and on the recommendation of the
said road from the foot of the Hill, near
e amount expoM*oper encouragement from the National
This morning we have had an arrival from
Sanford, N. Butler.
y of 20 per centoiijvernment. He proposes to discharge this
Massachusetts delegation.
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Shapieigh, L. Bragdon.
the dwelling house of Say ward Hobbs, near
3e9 of collectinii 'structive shell from the largest piece ofordarithmetic.
defeat of the murderer Obanda, at
South Berwick, C. N. Cogswell.
the Burnt Mills, so called, or make such al
Suicides. The wife of Mr. John Stoffer, complete
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ING
of
the
intricate
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La Palma, near Popayan, by the Government
Waterborough, John Hill.
11,0 "TrLisi")de immediately on striking whatever it
and the rare and useful items from terations and straightenings in the present
of West Nantmeal township, Pennsylvania,, General Mosquero, on the 11th July last, Col.
Wells, Amos Sargent.
7llX fin
in contact vvith ; and that, whether it
twenty
different works on Arithmetic, well road leading by said S. Hobbs’ to Wells stage
committed suicide in a field near her resi feauchy killed, and Col. Sarrier dangerously explained,
road, as you shall deem for the public interest.
Berwick, C. E. Bartlett.
and systematically arranged.
i>nde Salt Pew ,s ,n water or strikes the earth, houses or
dence, a few days since, by hanging herself, wounded. Obanda had a force of eighteen
Eliot, John P. Rogers.
SAMUEL LORD, and 104 others.
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;
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August, 1841.
—the loop was made of a skein of thread.■ wounded and prisoners not ascertained, but pronounce it as being a work peculiarly aFurs(andressed) sat destructive powers. Indeed, if he were
Whigs in italics.
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She was partially deranged. When the news! it must be considerable. In short, the war at dapted to the wants of Teachers and advanc
Tea
9vfi a val«able missile in warfare. It is the
STATE OF MAINE.
The Second Veto Message will be found of this event was communicated to her moth the South is at an end, and Obanda will be ed Scholars. It is the production of Mr. C.
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Sheathing,do. ished officers present, that, in this respect
“TYRO’S SPY- GLASS.
succumb to the will of the Government, or
County Commissioners of the County of
j Old
j’ne’ il wiH have the tendency to effectually in its tone, but nevertheless unpopular with the same township, on the day previous, the abide by the consequences. This news can arithmetical LEXICON.
York, begun and held at Alfred, within and
i tax on aw went all attempts of one vessel to board a large portion of both parties. It is exceed wife of Mr, Joseph Neely committed suicide be relied on, as I am very particular in giving
---- A N D----for said County, on the Tuesday next be
nOst “eligible»^bther at sea. And it is likely that in the ingly unfortunate that President Tyler should by cutting her throat with a razor, at her political news from this quarter.—Philadel SCHOOL TEACHER’S ASSISTANT.
fore the last Monday of May, A. D. 1841,
n that could be « he way it may be usefully employed to
phia North American.
and by adjournment of the same term, held
For sale by
D. REMICH.
Woodbury,no^’Jvent the landing of troops from ships, have felt obliged to exercise the veto power home, surrounded by her children. Mrs. N.
at Alfred aforesaid, on the fourth Monday
Kennebunk, Sept. 18.
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;ek to include te^en proposing to make a debarkation ; and, in this second instance—for himself, the har was also laboring under temporary derange
of August, A. D, 1841.
Latest from Florida. From the Sa
articles.
against the passage of cavalry, or other mony of the party by which he was elevated ment.
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vannah
Republican»
of
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last,
we
copy
N the foregoing petition, Ordered, that
been re-elected,»bps, when attempting to cross a river,
to power, and the country. It is useless»
the following:—
Sanford, Sept. 15, 1841.
the petitioners notify all persons and
him in Congre^’
------------------A
ccident
.
Capt.
Jacob
Bright,
of
the
“ The steamer Gen. Clinch, Capt. Brooks,
NOW all men by these presents, that 1,
corporations interested, that said Commission
|cs would have Canadian Parliament. The House of however, to multiply words upon the subject United States Navy, was instantly killed, at arrived last ev&ning from Pilatka. From a
Jonathan Tibbets, 3d, of Sanford, in ers will meet at the dwelling house of Capt.
n ought up to trembly was engaged, almost the whole of —the whigs must“ wait coming events” with
passenger we learn that Hospitaka and all his
the County of York and State of Maine, yeo
dl the SurplusPnday last, in discussing an address offered so much of patience and equanimity as they the Navy Yard, in Washington, on the 7th band had come in at Tampa. Tigertail has man, have this day given to mv minor chil James Hobbs, in Wells, in said County, on
s in ]837 taoidU Mr. Neilson of Quebec, requesting the can command, and, with a disposition to aid inst. while engaged in charging or handling sent in word to Gen. Worth that he will be dren, Reuben C. Tibbets and Olive Jane Tib the fourth day of October next, at 10 of the
'lhe General ft vernor General to grant a general amnesty all in their power in bringing about such a a thirty-two pound shell, filled with detonat in by the 6th inst. with his people. There bets, their time, and that 1 shall not claim any clock in the forenoon, and will then proceed
to view the route for the highway prayed for ;
wjth theSlMl offenders in the late rebellion. The
ing powder, which exploded and blew Capt. were two hundred and forty Indians in at of their earnings, or pay any debts of their and immediately after such view, will, in
V0 nil his reports,¿position was stoutly opposed by many result, hope that all will end well.
B. into atoms. The left arm of the unfortu Tampa before Hospitaka came in with his contracting after this date.
some convenient place in the vicinity, hear
resources of -mbers, chiefly on account of its general
JONATHAN TIBBETS, 3d.
the petitioners and those opposed to the
Launch. The ship-------- , about 400 tons nate man was literally separated from his tribe. None of the Indians have yet been
Inurnal'
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ter.
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was
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carried,
Sept. 18.
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prayer of said petition. Said notice to be,
me&ec Joun
modified iorm>
.
’ burthen, was launched from the ship yard of body, his entrails were scattered and his face shipped to the West. Our informant assures
us that every thing appears favorable for a
by causing an attested copy of said petition
In Tuesday the National Bank project of Mr. Jacob Perkins, at the Landing, in this and head shockingly mutilated and disfigured. speedy termination of the war.”
Brushes.
and of this order thereon, to be published
of Rain- "' Governor General was under discussion. town, on Tuesday morning last. She is of
LOTHES, Hair and Teeth Brushes,—a three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
VLhaV0 badin”?1’ a long and animated debate the considThe Amistad Negroes. We learn from
Swindling. The teller of the Bank of
great variety, just received and for sale Gazette, a newspaper published in said Coun
fine
model,
built
of
excellent
materials,
cop

rv country,sb^on of the measure was postponed, on
the New Haven Palladium that the Commit
very low by
D. REMICH.ty ; by causing the Town’Clerks of Wells
’a nd anima1 O’i ,on of Mr-Ba,dwin’t0 the next session. per fastened, and in all respects a first rate Columbus (Geo.) absconded recently, with tee, having charge of these negroes, have de
Kennebunk, Sept. 18.
and Sanford, in said County, respectively to
S i mining c8liiSI vote stood’ for postponement forty-four, vessel. Capt, William Lord, jr. is the ow about $75,000, the money of depositors, termined to employ a competent person to
be served with a like copy, and by posting
:et One was “(sei‘“st twenty-nine.—N. Y. Com. Adv.
which
he
checked
out
by
signing
his
name
ner Mr. Perkins the builder. She is in
go to Sierra Leone, accompanied by two of Uoioo Academy,—Kennebunk.
up the same in three public places in each of
for them.
the negroes and James Covey, a native of
"The “cr’t,ert p
----------- ----—~
HE next terra of this Literary Institution said towns of Wells and Sanford. The first
tended for the freighting business.
Mendi, and there make inquiries in regard to
¡1 io snout. u^The U. S. Troops ordered to occupy
will commence on Wednesday, Sep of said newspaper publicationsand each of the
The Cincinnati Mob. The city contin the situation of Mendi, and if necessary, to
question i,e,t)g|nAPosts at the Aroostook and Fish river, in
tember 22.—Terms for Tuition as usual.other
— notices to be thirty days, at least, before
Gen. Wilson. Weave gratified to learn ued.quiet at the last dates. Some twelve or visit it. If, on the return of this commis- Good board can be had—lor young Gentle said
fourth day of October.
courier sent disputed territory, started from Houlton
Attest, HIRAM H. HOBBS, Clerk.
lav- This ^ ¿uesday last. They took with them the that the nomination of Gen. Wilson of Keene, fifteen of those arrested as in the mob, after sion, the way appears to be open for the safe men, from $150 to $175 per week;—for
mper regies1 ¿«sary implements tor clearing the roads N. II. as Surveyor General of Iowa Territo examination before the mayor, were commit return of the negroes, then they are to be young Ladies, $1 25 to $1 50.
Copy of petition and order thereon,
immediately sent out. An effort is also to be I
tincxion with in" erecting suitable quarters and barracks. ry has been confirmed by the Senate.
L. COLBY, Sec’y Trustees.
Attest, HIRAM H. HOBBS, Clerk.
ted-four were discharged.
made to send a Christian mission with them. ' Sept. 4.
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Sept. 4.
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Planter.

Health and Steiagth.

World’s

Wonder.

Dr. S. O. Richardson's Sherry Wine Bitters
Dailey's Magical Pain Extractor.
RE the only sure remedy for Dyspepsia £ <T ¡s a strange fact, but neverthelessm
and Jaundice that has ever been discov-1 || ^ba(- tbo medical world have no effp ?e'
ered
—and their general use. for 32 years, with an(j general remedy, as yet, safely establish5,!
'
recommendations from the most eminent of for the cure of Burns,’ observed an eminenfPh
the Medical Faculty, and editorial notices ‘ sician in high official capacity, while addressiJ
from the Boston Morning Post, Boston Daily a jury as Coroner in London lately, whi|e f

A VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
T „
f|j^. proved by the experience of thousands to riNHE peculiarities of this Chemical Com*
I
pound Are ^owing to its extraordinary
HYMN TO T H E STARS
Cntl/li£' old stand ! be, when properly, persevered with, a certain
'
S1 y
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-7* C I »
.
/prt
11 Q O«T V
O N P. D I S E A S E < effects upon the ’animal fibre or nerves, ligAye ! there ye shine, and there have shone
M4, No*|?305,
303,
St., boston,
Boston,
(en- /.«nnn
corpinin every fn'fm
form ¿X'f
of tthe
Dissasi,.
opposite 264,
Washington bt.,
(en. ...
.-------_up stairs.)
trance in
Temple Avenue-up
stairs.) All
All individu-j
mdividu-1 all having the same origin, and^invariably ansa aments and muscles ; its virtues being car
Irizone etorniH hour of prime !
rom the
tne UNIVERSAL
pim vx.n.pnu _RODT
jam*-' * jff «■>,
ah can see him alone, at any time at the above pfece. | jfrom
aff disease, ried by them to the immediate seat of dis
Each rolling, burningly., alone,
namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula- ease, or of pain and weakness.
Having had twenty years’ experience, he
b" ha^afford1,a‘
y
Mail, Plymouth Memorial, Amoskeag Repre- jting on an inquest oyer the body ofaburntindL
Through boundless space and countless time.
I
' cd relief to three thousand persons, I »r -tlie
the11laS
lastLhnv
.^! tion of the BLOOD.
However good any internal remedy may
years. All may rest assured of relief who call and liy
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Saharra, on the coast of Cornwall. Its
producks is bilin springs, cucumbers, tor
toise shell caniballs, and sometimes wimin and children; The inhabitants is for
thé most part Kahnuc Tartars, and tot,her
is Shakers and injins.
Littitude and lon
gitude is ditto, It is bounded on all sides
by the Chinese wall, which was erected
to prevent the nocturnal visits , of the
equator into the Caspian sea, and on the
south by the Spareribbeon jsthrnushs, and
the promontories which is uncommonly
kivered at high water mark with Shetland
ponies and other' animals of the same
class.
The religion is like the prodneks,
intolerence and idle worship.^

—AND ALL ARTICLES USUALLY KEPT IN —

APOTHECARIES’ SHOPS.

T

Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
Bowery, between Prince and Houston Sts.
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
Neio Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
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